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The year 2000 is already promising to be another busy year for the Forum. Preparations are in full swing for the Environmental
Conference, Calpe 2000: Linking the Fragments of Paradise. This will be held from 28th September to 1st October at the
Mackintosh Hall, Gibraltar . The conference forms one of a new series sponsored by the government of Gibraltar, under the
series title “Calpe”, which is the old Roman name for Gibraltar. The subtitle also reflects one of the first publications
highlighting the immense biodiversity of the UK Overseas Territories and the need to provide for increased exchange of
knowledge between them and other areas.
The Forum’s data-base and web site project is
progressing. Further consultations with users
have been conducted in parallel with
development work. The web-site
(www.ukotcf.org) has been active for some time
and is frequently visited. The first modules of
the data-base will become active within this
web-site in a few weeks. Forum News remains
a conventional publication vehicle for the
Overseas Territories to express views, share
information and alert others to conservation
issues. The Forum is totally dependent on
outside funding for these projects. Foreign and
Commonwealth Office has given a generous
initial contribution towards the data base
project, the first phase of which is almost
completed. Further funding sources are being
sought to allow further modules, the need for
which has been made clear by our partners in
the OTs.
Another major project of the Forum (with, as
partners, member organisations Turks &
Caicos National Trust and CABI Bioscience)
just getting under way is our Darwin Initiative
project (see page 5). This is a most exciting
project which will form the basis of
environmentally sustainable development led
by local people in the unspoilt parts of the
Caicos Islands. This forms part of a well
integrated suite of projects of the TCI National
Trust. These include environmental education
work with the schools, training for villagers in
running small businesses, the Trust’s
management of nature reserves and heritage
sites, and development at the ruins of the

historic plantation, Cheshire Hall, as a
headquarters for the Trust. This will
incorporate features to support the
conservation and education work of the Trust
throughout the islands. Much of this work
featured in the speech by HRH The Duke of
York to TCI Legislative Council during his
visit in March, when he was also able to visit
Cheshire Hall.

measures instituted for the sole purpose of
environmental protection. Many people
thought that the fund would be used for such
purposes as purchasing pieces of ecologically
important Central Mangrove Wetlands. No
such purchase has yet been made out of the
fund. Full report reproduced by kind
permission of Cayman Free Press on Page 6
and 7.

A View of the northern part of the Upper Rock Nature Reserve - Gibraltar

Articles in the Caymanian Compass of 26th
and 27th January are of particular note. A
simple question in the Finance Committee
touched a veritable hornet’s nest. The question
being asked is “what will the money taken out
of the environmental protection fund to be
spent on?” The fund was set up, and revenue
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CALPE 2000: LINKING THE FRAGMENTS OF PARADISE
An international conference on environmental conservation in small territories

28th September to 1st October 2000, John Mackintosh Hall, Gibraltar
Sponsored by the Government of Gibraltar, organised by the Gibraltar Ornithological & Natural History Society, with the support
of the UK Overseas Territories Conservation Forum

BACKGROUND
This conference forms one of a new series
sponsored by the Government of Gibraltar,
under the series title “Calpe”, which is the
old Roman name for Gibraltar. This
particular conference addresses the very
topical issue of environmental
conservation. Its title also reflects one of
the first publications highlighting the
immense biodiversity value of the UK
Overseas Territories, and the need to
provide for increased exchange of
knowledge between them and other areas.
The conference is intended as a working
meeting, to help Territories take forward
tasks, particularly in a range of areas that
have been identified as priorities by workers
in the small territories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Environmental awareness and
education
Information networking
Tourism and funding for the
environment
Making protected areas
effective
Biodiversity action planning

Emphasis will be placed on sharing
knowledge and experience between
workers from the various UK Overseas
Territories, but also with other Overseas
Territories, such as those of France, Spain
and the Netherlands, as well as relevant
small independent states.
PROVISIONAL OUTLINE
PROGRAMME – as at March 2000
Wednesday 27 September and Thursday
28 September: Arrival

Friday 29 September
OPENING SESSION 09.00
GONHS welcome and introduction to
Minister – plenary
09.15
Minister opening – plenary
09.30
Conservation as viewed from a Gibraltar
perspective – GONHS – Outlining
purpose of conference and ways of working
- plenary
10.00
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
AND EDUCATION – plenary session of
mainly 10-minute talks on a range of
projects and experience in various
Territories
13.00 Lunch
14.00 INFORMATION NETWORKING
– short presentations in plenary on the
Forum’s
database/web
project,
introductions to aspects of information
handling, and guidance on advice available
during the conference and afterwards
15.20 Parallel workshops and help desks
on several aspects of ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS AND EDUCATION and
INFORMATION NETWORKING
17.30 Plenary for presentation by local
schoolchildren, resulting from one of the
workshops
18.00 Break
18.30 Annual open meeting of the UK
Overseas Territories Conservation Forum,
with short presentations on its work
including its regional Working Groups,
followed by reception, with display boards.
Saturday 30 September

Optional tour of Gibraltar and/or nearby
parts of Spain, and principal wildlife sites

09.00 MAKING
PROTECTED
AREAS EFFECTIVE – short plenary
presentations, not on selecting protected
areas, but on making those areas meet
their objectives (“using, not choosing”)

[plus opportunity for closed business AGM
of Forum for member organisations]
20.00 Dinner

18.00 Social event – loose plenary, centred
on Territories’ display and publication
stands
[Also exploratory meeting on a Forum
European Working Group.]
20.00 Conference Dinner
Sunday 1 October
09.00 TOURISM AND FUNDING
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT - plenary
presentations on positive and negative
experiences in securing funding from the
tourism industryfor environmental
conservation
12.20 Plenary discussion on future
prospects in this area
13.15 Lunch
14.15 BIODIVERSITY ACTION
PLANNING – short plenary talks on: why
we need plans; whose plans are they; what
do they look like; how do we prevent them
becoming an industry; and how to make
them effective?
15.30 Plenary discussions on this topic
16.30 TAKING THINGS FORWARD
17.30 CLOSING OF CONFERENCE
18.00

Informal discussions

20.00:

Dinner

Monday 2 October
Disperse

20.00 Dinner

Thursday 28 September

Evening (18.00): first chance to view
display stands from the Territories

natural and cultural, terrestrial and marine.
The workshops will incorporate work in
the field.

12.15 Introduction to field workshops
12.30 Lunch
13.30 Parallel workshops on managing a
range of protected areas. It is hoped to offer
a choice including options ranging between
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FURTHER PARTICULARS
Further information will be made available
on the Forum’s web-site. Those wishing to
register a preliminary interest in the
conference, or to make a booking, should
contact:
Patricia Johnston
P.O. Box 416
109/4 Main Street
Gibraltar
Tel: + 350 50375 Fax: + 350 50376
mpjcon@gibraltar.gi

Migratory Species
Convention meeting in
South Africa comes up
with good news for South
Atlantic seabirds at risk
from longlining
By John Cooper

In November 1999 the Sixth Conference of the
Parties (6th COP) of the Bonn Convention for
the Conservation on Migratory Species of Wild
Animals was held in Somerset West, South Africa.
BirdLife International attended as an International
NGO Observer, with representatives from several
national partners, including the Royal Society for
the Protection of Birds and BirdLife South Africa
At the previous Conference of the Parties Southern
Ocean albatrosses at risk from longline fishing had
been added to Appendix II of the Convention,
creating the opportunity for the development of a
Regional Agreement between range states for their
enhanced protection. During the course of 1998,
a review commissioned by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(Brothers et al. 1999) had shown quite clearly that,
in addition to the albatrosses, the larger petrels of
the genera Macronectes and Procellaria, totalling
seven species, were also under serious threat from
longliners in the Southern Ocean and adjoining
seas. In the first half of 1999 the BirdLife
International Seabird Conservation Programme
wrote the necessary texts (Huyser et al. 1999) so
that South Africa could nominate these seven
species for inclusion in Appendix II of the
Convention at its 6th COP.
Bonn Convention COPs by tradition include a
scientific symposium on migration. I gave an
invited lecture that emphasized how the migration
patterns of southern albatrosses included the
territorial waters and Exclusive Economic Zones
of a number of countries, thus making them an
excellent group of birds for international
conservation efforts via a Bonn Convention
Agreement. I was able to alert national delegates
to the very serious conservation problems facing
southern albatrosses and petrels, in time for the
crucial discussions that followed.
Once the Conference of Parties started, all went
relatively smoothly. First the Scientific Council
and then the full COP unanimously approved
the nominations, thus successfully adding the
seven petrel species to Appendix II. BirdLife also
offered strong support to an adopted resolution
led by Australia (and importantly supported by
France, South Africa, the United Kingdom and
Uruguay, all range states for Southern Ocean
albatrosses) that encouraged speedy action towards
finalizing a Southern Ocean Albatross Agreement.
Three breeding range states were not present:
Argentina and Chile were not represented, and as
yet New Zealand is not a party to the Convention.
Albatrosses and petrels now listed in Appendix II

Southern Giant Petrel Macronectes giganteus at nest South Georgia
breed at several United Kingdom Overseas
Territories (UKOTs) in the South Atlantic. At
the Tristan da Cunha and Gough Islands three
albatross species, including the endemic Tristan
Albatross Diomedea dabbenena and endemic
Atlantic Yellow-nosed Albatross Thalassarche
chlororhychos, the Southern Giant Petrel
Macronectes giganteus, the endemic Spectacled
Petrel Procellaria conspicillata and the Grey Petrel
P. cinerea all breed, the Falkland Islands supports
a huge population of Black-browed Albatross T.
melanophrys as well as some Southern Giant
Petrels, and South Georgia has four albatross
species, two giant petrels and the White-chinned
Petrel P. aequinoctialis as breeding species. Most
of these species have been accorded a IUCN
(World Conservation Union) category of threat
by BirdLife International.
It is hoped that the seven petrel species will be
included within a Regional Agreement along with
the albatrosses. In this way all the Southern Ocean
seabird species most affected by longlining will be
included in an Agreement. South Atlantic
UKOTs, and NGOs such as Falklands
Conservation, will need to be involved in the
deliberations and meetings which will now take
place, so that their albatrosses and petrels may
receive the maximum protection needed for their
continued well-being.
References
Brothers, N.P., Cooper, J. & Lokkeborg, S. 1999.
The incidental catch of seabirds by longline
fisheries: worldwide review and technical
guidelines for mitigation. FAO Fisheries Circular
No. 937. 100 pp.
Huyser, O.A.W., Nel, D.C. & Cooper, J. 1999.
Proposals from the Republic of South Africa for
amendments to Appendix II of the Convention
on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild
Animals
(the Bonn Convention). ADU Research Report
No. 34. 41 pp.
John Cooper, Coordinator, BirdLife International
Seabird
Conservation
Programme,
jcooper@bnotzoo.uct.ac.za
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ALBATROSS IN
TROUBLE
The world’s albatross population is facing
dramatic declines. New research in the last
month by Falklands Conservation has shown a
30% fall in population over the last 20 years.
Numbers on Beauchene Island have dropped
from 160,000 pairs in 1981-82 to just 101,000
this breeding season.
An appeal is now being launched to fund indepth research to identify the reasons for the
decline and an Island-wide strategy to reverse it.
It coincides with an international campaign to
save global albatross populations entitled Keeping
the World Seabirds off the Hook, launched by
Birdlife International, the leading global
conservation body working in over 100 countries,
of which Falklands Conservation is an
International Representative.
“This is the most staggering decline” says Becky
Ingham, Conservation Officer for Falklands
Conservation. “We are deeply concerned and
are urgently seeking funding to study our

albatross populations more fully. We need
to understand what is going on in the South
Atlantic where the albatross are concentrated
and why this decline is happening”.
The Black-browed Albatross, with a
wingspan of over two metres is the Falklands
largest and most beautiful seabird, attracting
tourists from all over the world to the Islands.
It is also one of the most important species
breeding in the Islands which hold threequarters of its entire global breeding
population.
For more information contact Ann Brown,
UK Secretary, Falklands Conservation 020
8343 0831
www.falklands-nature.demon.co.uk

BERMUDA BLUEBIRDS
The Eastern Bluebird Sialia sialia is a native
species to Bermuda - the only location outside
North America where this species breeds.
Before man first settled in 1609, forest growth
dominated the landscape. Bluebirds fed on
coastal grasslands, nesting in old cedars and
cliff cavities. There was an absence of nonavian predators. In the last 50 years, the
pressures put on the bluebirds to find suitable
nest-sites have been immense:
• House sparrow Passer domesticus
introduced in 1870-74 increased rapidly
and began to displace bluebirds from
natural cliffs and tree cavities.

•

A nest box scheme has been in place for
many years. The campaign was initiated
by the Bermuda Audubon Society in the
1950s

•

Workshops and publicity campaigns are
regularly mounted.

•

• Bluebird boxes have been erected in ‘trails’
on most of the golf courses.

In the late 1940s and 1950s, a scale insect
caused the elimination of over 90% of
the cedar trees in Bermuda.

•

European Staring Sternus vulgaris
colonised in the 1950s and increased
competition for nesting cavity species.

•

House Sparrows use bluebird nestboxes
and are responsible for the slaughter of
numerous bluebird chicks.

•

The Great Kiskadee Pitangus sulphuratus
was introduced in 1956 (to control the
anolis lizard population) but proved to
have a wide-ranging food preferences
including taking young bluebirds from
their nests.

•

Pesticides such as DDT were widely used
in Bermuda in the 1950s and 60s
especially on golf courses and gardens.
Being an insectivorous species, one can
only assume the bluebird must have
suffered a decline.

•

There has been a dramatic increase in the
number of feral cats, especially since the
introduction of cat feeding stations in the
1990s.

•

The tropical fowl mite Ornithonysus bursa
has caused a significant number of deaths
in bluebird nestlings.

•

Bermuda’s human population has
increased three-fold since 1900 to about
60,000. The resulting urbanisation means
there are far fewer open spaces.

•

Vandalism by mindless individuals has
resulted in broken nestboxes and dead
bluebirds.

However, great efforts have been made to halt
the decline in bluebird numbers:

• Efforts have been made to educate the
public to the plight of the bluebird and the
part that individuals can play.
• Hundreds of bluebird nestboxes have
been erected around Bermuda. The boxes
keep out starlings but must be monitored
constantly to keep out sparrows.

• A small number of sparrow traps have
been used to remove sparrows from bluebird
nest-sites.
The current population of bluebirds in
Bermuda is estimated to be about 500
individuals. The bluebird is now totally
dependent on artificial nestboxes for breeding
success and its survival in Bermuda can only
be guaranteed with human help.
References:
Bermuda Audubon Society Newsletters.
Vol.9 No.2 (Summer 98), Vol.10 No.1
(Spring 99), Vol.10 No.3 (Fall 99)
DeSilva, S. (1992) Bermuda Dept. of
Agriculture and Fisheries – Monthly Bulletin

Vol.63 No.11
Swann, W (1982) Bermuda Dept. of
Agriculture and Fisheries – Monthly Bulletin
Vol.53 No.7
Wingate, D.B. (1968) Bermuda Dept. of
Agriculture and Fisheries – Monthly Bulletin
Vol.38 No.3
Andrew Dobson
Vice-President
Bermuda Audubon Society

CITES and the Overseas
Territories
A useful meeting was held in November,
between FCO, several NGO’s and the
CITES Secretariat. The meeting was
intended to address problems identified by
the CITES Secretariat draft report on the
OTs, and the “Conched Out” report
produced by WWF-UK. Several promising
solutions were suggested. For example, a legal
consultant could work with OT governments
to extend or upgrade CITES legislation.
Implementation issues could also be
addressed and TRAFFIC International is
producing a proposal on how
implementation in the Caribbean OTs could
be improved in the short term. An Action
Plan is also being prepared as is a proposal
from DETR for a “simplified licensing”
scheme. Further details will be released when
they become available.

H.R.H. Prince Edward visiting a bluebird nestbox workshop. School students from Warwick
Academy made boxes as part of their programme with the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme.
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ENDEMIC IGUANAS RELEASED ON GRAND CAYMAN
The Chairman of the Forum’s Wider Caribbean Working Group and former Governor of the Cayman Islands, Michael Gore,
released the first young captive-bred Grand Cayman blue iguana in a ceremony at the Queen Elizabeth II Botanic Park when he
visited the Island in December. A total of ten two-year old iguanas were released bringing the total wild population to about 150.
The ten were bred by the Cayman Islands National Trust and cared for and fed daily by a team of Trust volunteers.

The release of the young iguanas was a
historic moment for the Trust as it was a
the first release of captive-bred iguanas
and was the culmination of ten years
work to save this highly-endangered
species from extinction. The ten will
join several wild iguanas already in the
Park, which is not close-fenced so that
they are free to move into the
surrounding savannah. All those
released have been implanted with
electronic chips so that they can be
identified in future.

A young captive bred blue iguana sees her first taste of freedom, watched by sponsors and
National Trust supporters

Future releases are planned in future
years to build up the population.

Conserving Biodiversity in the Turks and Caicos Islands
The last Forum News reported four
Darwin Initiative awards for work in the
Overseas Territories. One focuses on the
Turks & Caicos Islands (TCI), which
contain a substantial Ramsar site (North,
Middle and East Caicos), and support a
fascinating but poorly documented
biodiversity. The Darwin project will
develop a biodiversity management plan
and facilitate sustainable, low-impact
tourist activities on Middle Caicos.
Visiting scientists will collect baseline
data for plants, birds, mammals,
herpetiles and insects, whilst training a
local team in identification and
monitoring techniques. Project outputs
will feed into the local planning process
and
environmental
education
programmes.
In November 1999, Mike Pienkowski
and Sara Cross (UKOTCF), Oliver
Cheesman (CABI), Ethlyn GibbsWilliams (Turks & Caicos National
Trust), and Fred Burton (National Trust
for the Cayman Islands) visited local

stakeholders to nurture the strong
support which already exists for the
project in TCI. Constructive meetings
were held with the Governor, Chief
Minister, and other senior Government
representatives, and a lively workshop was

held with Middle Caicos residents. At the
time of writing (February) recruitment
is in progress for a Darwin Project
Officer, to enhance the capacity of TC
National Trust and to co-ordinate the
project locally.

Middle Caicos residents participate fully in a workshop on the Darwin Project, facilitated
by Elthyn Gibbs Williams, Executive Director of the TCI National Trust (right).
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FLARE-UP OVER CAYMAN ISLA
FUNDS FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT
Reproduced from the Caymanian Compass of 26th
January 2000, by kind permission of Cayman Free Press.
A simple, innocent question in Monday’s Finance
Committee meeting touched a veritable hornet’s
nest. It was a question that had to be asked: the
North Side MLA wanted to know what the
money taken out of the Environmental Protection
Fund was to be spent on. There should have been
a simple answer to the question but there was not.
Actually, the question should not have been
necessary - the information should have been
contained in the estimates but it was not.
That the information was not readily available,
and that the MLA’s simple question did not find
an immediate answer is unfortunate. In this way,
government members laid themselves open to the
accusation that the $4 million was to be moved
from the fund to general revenue merely to balance
the budget, rather than being used to protect the
environment.
The fund was set up, and revenue measures
instituted, for the sole purpose of environmental
protection. The monies in the fund are collected
and set aside to ensure that they would not be
used for any other purpose.
Many people thought the fund would be used for
purposes such as purchasing pieces of ecologically
important Central Mangrove Wetlands but no
such purchase has yet been made out of the fund.
There may be other legitimate projects for which
the fund may provide but they must be within
the purview of the fund’s specific purpose.
It is a vital purpose in the face of continued rapid
development with the ensuing destruction of
natural habitats. Cayman’s livelihood and our
native way of life depends on the continued health
of the environment.
The Environmental Protection Fund was
established to guarantee that some efforts would
be made to preserve the environment.
It is the duty of the members of Finance
Committee to make sure that no misappropriation
takes place.

Dredged ”borrow pit“ in North Sound Grand Cayman. Dredging marl from the shallow water
marine environment in North Sound, to provide fill to destroy mangrove wetland for real estate
development, has generated huge fine sediment loads which are also stressing coral reefs
the proceeds of a special levy on airline tickets
Environmental Health Department and of the
which the general public accepted quietly
Department of Environment. These
because, one ventures to assume, of its
departments have hitherto been financed out
perceived purpose.
of general revenue.
Government may find that many members of
Two studies are to be paid for out of the fund,
the public will think the way the backbenchers
one relating to marl mining and one to liquid
apparently do, that the fund was to provide
petroleum gas. These could perhaps fall
additional funds earmarked to be utilised for
legitimately within the ambit of the fund, but
protection of the natural environment, perhaps
the recurrent expenditures of the two
for the purchase of Central Mangrove Wetlands
departments should rightly be covered by
or similar purposes. It is apparent that
recurrent expenditure.
government is under sever strain in their effort
The studies are expected to consume a fraction
to balance the budget. Instead of attempting
of the funds transferred, the bulk of the funds,
to achieve that balance by subterfuge, they
$5.3 million, is to be used for the running of
could have stated the problem clearly and
the two departments.
drawn on the combined good will of the
Since the text of the motion to set up the fund
Finance Committee, the civil service and the
does not define environment government
population at large, in a search for a solution.
deems it appropriate to use the monies for the
This might have garnered wide support. An
departments that have environment in their
attempt to minimise the difficulties and to
name.
quietly divert funds from their true purpose
This looks like a clumsy attempt at a sleight of
will tend to reap the public’s ire when a joint
hand performance.
effort is needed to bring government finances
The Environment Protection fund consists of

MONEY FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT
Reproduced from the Caymanian Compass
27 January, 2000 by kind permission of
Cayman Free Press
The 1997 motion setting up the environment
Protection Fund does not define environmental
protection, but there are many who will see it
as an abuse if the money in the fund is used for
such things as garbage collection.
Tempers rose in finance Committee yesterday
when members did not receive a list of
environmental projects to be financed from the
budgeted figure to be taken out of the fund.
Instead the committee heard a government
proposal that $5.9 million from the fund was
to be transferred to general revenue to be used
mostly to cover recurrent expenditure of the

Cruise liners and the pressure for built development,
both for the leisure and offshore
under control.
banking industries place heavy presssures on Cayman’s natural resources. George Town
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ANDS ENVIRONMENT FUND
FLARE-UP OVER
ENVIRONMENT
FUND
Reproduced from the Caymanian Compass
27 January, 2000 by kind permission of
Cayman Free Press
In what some Members termed as a precedent
setting move, Government sought approval to
transfer money from a fund to recurrent and
statutory expenditure.
As a consequence in Finance Committee yesterday
morning, approval was granted for $5,904,772
to be transferred from the Environmental
Protection Fund to General Revenue. In the
budget document, of the $6.16 million in the
Environmental Protection Fund, $5.9 million was
to be transferred to General Revenue (in the sum
of $1.9 million for the DOE and $4 million to
the Capital Development Fund). The motion has
changed the $4 million as a transfer to recurrent
expenditure now.
The motion states that the transfer of the $5.9
million is “to cover expenditure relating to the
operating costs of the departments of Environment
and Environmental Health and the carrying out
of the Environmental Studies to be undertaken
by the Ministry of Agriculture, Communications,
Environment and Natural Resources.”
The specifics, as presented by Tourism Minister
Thomas Jefferson on behalf of Government are:
$1,344,772 to cover the total cost of recurrent
and statutory expenditure of the Department of
Environment;
$560,000 to cover the recurrent cost of the
Environmental Studies (Marl Mining Study and
Liquid Petroleum Gas Study) under the Ministry
of Agriculture; and
$4,000,000 to cover a part of the recurrent and
statutory expenditure of the Environmental
Health Department.
After the entire morning was spent debating the
issue, especially the manner in which it was
presented, Government’s motion was carried on
a split vote of 7-6. Voting with Ministers for the
motion were MLAs Heather Bodden and Capt.
Mabry Kirkconnell while voting against were
MLAs Kurt Tibbetts, McKeeva Bush, Edna
Moyle, Roy Bodden and Dr. Frank McField, who
all spoke against it, and MLA Linford Pierson.
MLAs John Jefferson and Dalmain Ebanks were
absent from the proceedings.
Backbench MLAs sought the list of items on which
the vote would be spent but did not get it as
Government was of the view that it was not
required to present such a list as per the motion
that set up the fund in 1997.
The concern was the move was simply a ploy to
get the budget balanced.
At the start of proceedings yesterday, Financial
Secretary and Committee Chairman George
McCarthy noted that when the budget was
presented on 26 November, it was pointed out
that many persons including Ministers had worked
late on the night of 25 November and that
morning to finalise the budget document. The
constraints to finalise the document were so
demanding that the House had begun proceedings
not at 10 am as planned but at around 11.30 am,
he said.
It was against this background on 25 November

that a decision was taken by the budget review
committee to put in a block figure of $4 million
to be transferred from the Environmental
Protection Fund to the Capital Development
Fund, Mr. McCarthy detailed. It was further
intended that at a given point in the budgetary
process, a schedule of projects to be financed by
this $4 million would be developed in accordance
with Motion 14/97 which set up the
Environmental Protection Fund.
Government at no point in time had intended to
mislead the Committee in this matter, he said.
Subsequent to the budget address on 26
November, the Auditor General had raised the
query with regards to the schedule of projects for
funding the transfer made in 1998 from the
Environmental Protection Fund, Mr. McCarthy
said.
It was then felt that the query had to be addressed
“having regard to the need to determine the exact
definition of an environmental project before the
schedule in support of the $4 million for the year
2000 could be agreed upon,” he said.
When ExCo met on Tuesday 25 January to
commence preparation of the list of projects that
could be regarded as being of an environmental
nature, the view was taken that there could still be
a difference in thinking between the Government
and the Auditor General as to what projects should
be classified as environmentally related, he said.
Government took the view that given the
circumstances, rather than attempting to prepare
a schedule of projects to support the transfer of
the $4 million as originally planned, the sum
should be applied against the recurrent budget
for the Environmental Health Department, Mr.
McCarthy added. He then called on Tourism
Minister Thomas Jefferson to provide more
specific details.
MLA Roy Bodden sprang in to remonstrate
against the move. He submitted that Mr.
McCarthy as Chairman should have brought the
matter to the Committee’s attention far earlier.
The present move smacked of sheer contempt on

the part of Government for the backbench, he
commented.
Mr. McCarthy said he had not shown or
attempted to show disrespect to Members.
Minister Jefferson noted budget gaps in what was
sought by departments and what was available
occurred annually; this was not new. The exercise
always was to cut the cloth to fit the coat.
Reading from Motion 14/97 that set up the
Environmental Protection Fund, Mr. Jefferson
stressed that the motion had no limiting definition
of the word “environment”. Did the word relate
to the natural environment? Did it relate to public
health of the island? Could waste management
be a part of its definition? In his opinion, it should,
he said. There was intent in the motion to protect
and preserve the wellness of the land as opposed
to the wellness of the people which was a health
issue.
After careful re-examination of the motion and
discussion, ExCo was of the view it was better to
use the funds to fund the department of
Environment. The Environmental Fund should
be used for that purpose. Mr. Jefferson read out
the mission statement of the DOE.
ExCo equally felt, upon examining the mission
statement of Environmental Health, that
department also qualified for such funding since
it worked to protect the health of the natural
environment.
Serious environmental disasters could emanate
from a badly managed landfill. The leaching of
chemicals could result in serious damage to the
marine life, perhaps deforming it.
There was no deceit in the exercise. The budget
was not deformed. All that government had
attempted to do was to allocate as best as it could
funds in General Reserve.
Members could air their views. But because
Government did not respond to everything that
was said did not mean it agreed with the views
and that the person was right. It only meant that
the person had a view on the subject.

Red mangroves Rhizophora mangle at Booby Cay, North Sound, Grand Cayman
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